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7 The ability to realize functional categories: tense and agreement 
marking 

Annette Scheper 

7.1 Introduction 
Children have to acquire lexical and functional categories to be able to construct the 
grammar of their specific language. A generative framework identifies lexical 
categories, such as VP (Verb phrase), NP (Noun phrase), AP (Adjective phrase) and 
pp (Prepositional phrase). These lexical categories are subordinate to so-called 
functional categories, such as INFL (Inflection), DET (Determiner), COMP 
(Complementizer) and NEG (Negation) that determine the syntactic phrasal structure 
(e.g. Chomsky, 1986, 1992) (Table 7.1). Functional categories are crucially involved 
in morphological/syntactic processes such as movements of verbs, tense marking by 
inflectional morphology and agreement relations (subject-verb and determiner
noun). Some of these processes are prominent in Dutch grammar, and these will 
form the anchor points for the morphological/syntactic analysis in this chapter (Table 
7.1). 

Table 7.1 Functional categories (INFL, DET, COMP, NEG) that dominate lexical categories 
(VP, NP, AP, PP) 

Functional categories 

INFL (Inflection): 
Tense: 

Present 
Past 
Future 

Agreement: 
Subject-Verb agreement 
Object-Verb agreement 

DET (Determiner): 
(1) The number and gender agreement between: 

Morphological/syntactic analysis 

Simple past tense marking (7.2) 

Subject-Verb agreement (7.3) 

Det (Determiner) and noun Number and gender agreement (7.4) 
Num (Numeral) and noun 
A (Adjective) and noun 

(2) The agreement between quantifier and noun 

........ p.h!.~.~.~ ..... ~~.~ ... g~.~~.~!y.~ .. ~~~~.:~~!.~.~.~g ..................... \ ............................................................................................................. . 

COMP (Complementizer) i 
Coordinating conjunctions ! Coordinating conjunctions in 

i conjunction reduction constructions (8.4) 
Subordinating conjunctions j Subordinating conjunctions in 

...m.........m. ........... .............!~~1?~4.~.~~ .. ~.1.l.l.~.~~.~ .. (§:?) .... . , 

NEG (Negation) ! Not analysed 
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Functional categories are associated with grammatical bound morphemes such as 
tense markers and agreement markers between subject-verb and determiner-noun. 
The marking of finiteness by tense and agreement serves to anchor events in time 
and has an impact on word order in that verbs surface in different syntactic positions 
depending on whether or not they are finite (see also 6.4). In Dutch also specific 
grammatical free morphemes occur, such as coordinate and subordinate 
conjunctions. These conjunctions are relational elements between clauses that serve 
a functional purpose in inter-clause or intra-clause connectivity (see 8.5). 
As was pointed out in Chapter 6, the results show that PI-children have too many 
errors in the selection of a semantically correct preposition in comparison to N
children. Selection errors of adverbial expressions other than place or time adverbs 
are prominent in PI-children. PI-children also have too many errors in the word order 
of their utterances, especially in sentences with a topicalized element that needs 
inversion of the subject and the verb. To summarize, PI-children show problems in 
expressing lexical categories correctly and in the correct placement of these 
categories (see 6.2 to 6.4). 
The main goal of this chapter is to examine whether PI-children show problems in 
expressing specific functional categories and whether problems in this domain of 
functional projections significantly contributes to the problems we found in the 
grammatical form in general (see 4.2 and 4.3)1. 
The first specific morphosyntactic feature to be discussed is the use of simple past 
tense (7.2). We want to determine to what extent the ability of marking simple past 
tense is comparable in both groups of children. Secondly, the ability to express 
morphosyntactic feature agreement in PI-children compared to N-children will be 
discussed. Agreement relations are divided into agreement between the subject and 
the verb (7.3) and agreement between the determiner and the noun (7.4). Finally, we 
will make some concluding remarks about the ability to realize functional categories 
(7.5). 

7.2 Marking Errors in Simple Past Tense 

7.2.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
All languages provide speakers with various means of marking temporal/aspectual 
distinctions when representing and organizing situations (events, states) in cohesive 
discourse. Tense relates the time of the situation referred to to some other time, 
usually the moment of speaking (Comrie, 1985:2). The commonest tenses found in 
languages - though not all languages distinguish these three tenses, or indeed 
distinguish tense at all - are present, past, and future. A situation described in the 
present tense is located temporally as simultaneous with the moment of speaking 
(e.g. 'Harmen zingt' (Harmen is singing»; one described in the past as located prior 

A handbook for the analysis of tense and agreement has been developed (Scheper, 1996). 
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to the moment of speaking (e.g. 'Harmen zong' (Harmen sang or Harmen was 
singing)); one described in the future as located after the moment of speaking (e.g. 
'Harmen zal zingen' (Harmen will be singing)). 
The marking of tense on the verb stem involves the mapping of a semantic notion 
(time) to a grammatical notion (tense) (Cornrie, 1985). In Dutch, tense morphemes 
are inflectional and must attach to a verbal stem. Since almost all sentences refer to a 
certain point in time, a sentence without a finite verb form is almost always 
ungrammatical. As Dutch is a verb-second language, children have to learn to use the 
finite (i.e. marked for tense) verb form in second position in a main clause (Wijnen 
and Bol, 1993; Wijnen, 1998). 
In Table 7.2, the inflectional paradigm for present, simple past and past perfect tense 
marking in Dutch is presented (Gillis and De Houwer, 1998:29-32). 

Table 7.2 The inflectional paradigm for the present, simple past and past perfect tense 
marking in Dutch 

Tense markin~ Sin~ular Plural 

Present 
First person stem 0 stem + lenl 
Second person stem + It! (stem in case of inversion) stem + lenl 
Third person stem + It! stem + lenl 

~ 

All persons I Itenl 

Irregular simple past 
All persons change stem vowel (and consonant singular form + lenl 

change or addition) 

Regular past perfect Auxiliary Past participle Auxiliary Past participle 
All persons + Ige/+stem+lt! + ge/+stem+lt! 

had/was hadden Iwaren 

Irregular past Auxiliary Past participle Auxiliary Past participle 
perfect + Ige/+stem+/en/* + Ige/+stem+/enl 
All persons had/was or hadden Iwaren or 

Ige/+vowel Ige/+vowel 
change +/enl change +/enl 

. . .. 
• Both forms are the most common past participle forms (for other forms see Gilhs and De Houwer. 1998:29-32) 

In Dutch, the present tense verb form inflects for three persons (first, second and 
third person) and two numbers (singular, plural). The infinitive form is identical to 
the plural present tense form. The simple past tense forms do not express person, but 
only number (singular, plural) in both regular and irregular verb forms. The selection 
of the regular simple past tense affix is determined by the final segment of the verb 
stem: - tern) is the marker of past tense in case of a stem that ends with an unvoiced 
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final consonant; if the stem ends in a vowel or a voiced final consonant, then the 
marker is -de(n}. The past perfect tense goes either with the temporal auxiliaries 
'hebben' (to have) or 'zijn' (to be). The past participle formation in the past perfect 
depends on the verb type. Regular verbs add the suffix It! to the stem, whereas 
irregular verbs have a systematic stem vowel change. 

The analysis of past tense formation offers the opportunity to investigate how 
abstract linguistic rules are learned and inferred by the child. Language acquisition 
research has therefore frequently focused on the production of past tense forms in 
children, since in the application of rules for these forms problems with verbal 
inflectional morphology can be detected. Different language acquisition theories 
explain the acquisition of past tense. First, the 'Defective Tense hypothesis' or 
'Aspect-before-Tense hypothesis' (Antinucci and Miller, 1976) states that (past) tense 
marking is determined by cognitive development: children are not able to express 
remote temporal reference before they can abstract from their own personal 
viewpoint, that is before they develop a theory of mind (2.3.3). It is claimed that past 
tense marking is first used to mark aspect and not a temporal relation, since children 
have not acquired a representation of the past. Behrens (1993) found, however, that 
young German-speaking children can refer to the past (outside-the-here-and-now) by 
means of infinite verbs, nouns and adverbials before the use of past tense on verbs. 
Second, the 'Semantic Pacesetting hypothesis' (Slobin, 1985) states that children 
show a semantic predisposition to relate past tense forms firstly to a result 
(resultativity) or an intrinsic endpoint (telicity), which provide a starting point for the 
acquisition of tense markers. Telic verbs connect the event in the past and the end 
result in the present by the result of the action. Even adults use more telic past tense 
forms than atelic (Shirai and Andersen, 1995; Aksu-Koy, 1998). Although young 
German-speaking children showed a strong preference for past tense marking of telic 
verbs that encoded change of state, past tense marking was also applied to telic verbs 
that encode events without change of state or remote past events (Behrens, 1993). 
Similarly, Rozendaal (2001) found past tense forms in both telic and atelic 
constructions in Dutch-speaking children (aged 2;2 to 3;2 year), although telic past 
tense forms were more frequently observed than atelic forms. 
Third, the 'Formal Pacesetting hypothesis' (Bowerman, 1985) postulates that young 
children reveal a degree of input sensitivity not only with respect to the formal 
markers of tense and aspect that have to be acquired, but also with respect to the 
semantic notions of tense and aspect they encode. The early use of activity verbs 
with past tense markers confirms that children are aware of the form-function 
patterns in the target language without going through a semantically determined 
phase first (Behrens, 1993). 
Finally, according to the 'Optional Infinitive hypothesis' (Poeppel and Wexler, 1993; 
Wexler, 1994) there is an optional infinitive stage in language acquisition in which 
finite and non-finite constructions co-occur without morphological or semantic 
motivation. The emergence of the tense feature, which is represented in past tense, 
indicates the end of this stage (see also 7.3). 
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Acquisition of past tense forms (simple and perfective) in Dutch is related to the 
semantic category of the verb. Normally developing Dutch-speaking children 
initially produce past tense forms on telic verbs that are verbs with an intrinsic 
endpoint, such as 'maken' (to make) (Rozendaal, 2001). This early preference is not 
found for verbs with non-past tense marking. Later on, past-tense-marking of verbs 
that refer to a state or activity appear, such as 'zien' (to see). 
Normally developing Dutch-speaking children first produce a complex predicate that 
is an auxiliary with a main verb, instead of non-finite matrix verbs, before they 
acquire past tense forms (De Houwer, 1987; Wijnen and Bol, 1993). The early past 
tense forms (perfective) consist of specific auxiliaries, such as the verb forms 'gaan' 
(to go) and 'zijn' (to be) combined with a lexical verb, whereas later simple past tense 
forms of lexical verbs appear, such as 'ging' (went), 'lag' (lay down), 'zat' (sat), 'had' 
(had), 'zei' (said) and 'deed' (did). The use of a past participle in young Dutch
speaking children may be a form denoting past tense, although it seems more likely 
that it has the aspectual meaning of completedness (Jordens, 1990). 
A well-known phenomenon in the acquisition of past tense is that young Dutch
speaking children overgeneralize the simple past tense suffix of regular verbs '-de/
te' (equivalent of -ed in English) in irregular verbs to produce errors like 'hij liepte' 
(irregular form plus -ed, like he droved instead of he drove). Children also 
underspecify the irregular verb forms, like 'hij zwemte' (he swimmed) instead of 'hij 
zwom' (he swam). Later on, children use the correct and incorrect past tense forms 
parallel to each other; this is called a fade-in phenomenon (Van Kampen and 
Wijnen, 2000:252). Overgeneralization shows that children are acquiring a system of 
rules; errors result from the inappropriate application of these rules. 
Overgeneralization errors cannot be explained in terms of imitation, but are the 
child's own creation (Plunkett et aI, 1997). Interestingly, overgeneralization errors 
often occur after children have succeeded in producing the correct past tense for 
(ir)regular forms and therefore show a U-shaped learning profile. An explanation 
posited by connectionists (see 2.3.2) postulates that children start off learning 
irregular past tense and plural forms through rote memory without awareness of the 
linguistic rule; then they discover the suffixation-rule and finally apply this rule to 
irregular forms previously learned by rote. This approach identifies the source of the 
children's errors as the result of a transition of rote learning to symbolic rule
governed learning (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). Another approach postulates 
that irregular forms differ in representational strength and therefore exhibit 
variability in their reliability of retrieval from memory (Pinker and Prince, 1988). 
What is more, Grammatical SLI-children mark past tense in obligatory contexts less 
often than their peers or younger children with a comparable language age (Leonard, 
Bortolini, Caselli, McGregor and Sabbadini, 1992; Bishop, 1994; Rice, Wexler, 
Marquis and Hershberger, 2000). In line with these results Dutch research has shown 
that SLI-children in the age range of 6 to 9 years old produced fewer regular simple 
past tense forms than either of the control groups and omitted simple past tense 
inflections more often (De Jong, 1999). Additionally, children with Grammatical SLI 
make more errors in the inflection of simple past tense that are not always less 
complex than the correct form, but are specified as 'near-miss' errors (Leonard, 
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2002). In sum, the area of past tense marking is therefore an area where we might 
expect the PI-children to perfonn less well than the N-children. 
To examine whether PI-children show problems in marking of simple past tense in 
obligatory contexts, we want to explore whether PI-children make more errors in 
simple past tense marking compared to N-children in the conversational genre. 
And, is there a comparable development with age? 
Here, we want to gain insight in the different error types of past tense fonn and 
therefore we analysed specific categories (see Table 7.3). Finally, we want to 
examine whether PI-children show problems with the continuation of the past tense 
over T -units, so in a narrative context. Therefore, we want to answer the following 
questions: do PI-children make more over generalizations and omissions of simple 
past tense forms in a single T-unit or between T-units than N-children in the 
interview? And, is there a comparable development with age? 

In Dutch a variety of past tense errors are possible; these will contribute to the 
ungrammaticality of the sentence. The analysis under investigation focuses on 
general error patterns of simple past tense marking and error categories used in 
research in grammatical SLI-children (e.g. De Jong, 1999). We restrict our analysis 
of past tense marking to the use of the simple past tense in order to be able to 
compare our results with the 'norms' available from the STAP-population (Van den 
Dungen and Verbeek, 1994, 1999) and to compare our results to the results found by 
De Jong (1999) in children with SLI. We identified the total number of T -units with 
an obligatory context for simple past tense in order to determine the rate at which 
past tense errors occurred. First, the T -unit must have a verbal element in an 
inflected, stem or infmitival fonn. Errors with regard to simple past tense marking 
can be divided in either wrong inflectional marker for simple past tense (Category 1) 
or omission of simple past tense marker with a possibly present tense fonn as 
substitution within a T-unit (Category 2) and between T-units (Category 3) (see 
Table 7.3).With regard to 'overgeneralizations' (Category 1 errors) the PI-children 
are compared with the N-children from the Roelofs-population (1998) and from the 
STAP-population (Van den Dungen and Verbeek, 1994, 1999). With respect to the 
other categories we compare the PI-children only with the N-children from the 
Roelofs-population, since no data are available from the N-children from the ST AP
population. 
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Table 7.3 Different types of errors in simple past tense marking in Dutch used in the analysis 

Simple past tense errors 

Category 1 overgeneralized forms with wrong inflectional markers for past tense 

Category 2 omission of a past tense marker within a single T-unit 
in an obligatory context 

Category 3 wrong shift of the past to the present tense between T-units 
in an obligatory context in extended discourse with a narrative character 

Simple past tense error of Category 1 is defined as a wrong inflectional marker for 
past tense, the so-called overgeneralization: the regular verb forms (stem + /te(n)/, 
/de(n)/) are overgeneralized to irregular past tense forms (Example 1). 

Example 1 

Brenda: 

Paraphrasis: 

Simple past tense error of Category 1: over generalization (PI-child; age 8;2) 

nou, als we roepten +" Lassie, kom, dan kwam die geIijk. 
well-if-we-shouted-"Lassie, come"-then-came-she-immediately. 
(well, if we shouted "Lassy ,come" then she came immediately) 
nou, als we <riepen> +" Lassie, kom, dan kwam die gelijk. 
well-if-we-shouted-"Lassie, come"-then-came-she-immediateIy. 
(well, if we shouted "Lassy ,come" then she came immediately) 

In Example 1, in Dutch the verb 'roepen' (to shout) is an irregular verb and needs a 
vowel change to mark past tense. The inflectional marker of a regular verb form 
'-ten' (-ed) is used incorrectly with the verb in the example. 

The other two types of errors are related to the continuation of past tense: when 
children start a T-unit in the past tense, they should continue in the past tense. Thus, 
in Dutch there exists an obligatory context for past tense marking. Simple past tense 
error of Category 2 is defined as an omission of a past tense marker in an obligatory 
context for past tense within a single T -unit. 
The obligatory context for the use of past tense is, for example, triggered by the 
occurrence of an adverbial phrase indicating past, such as 'gisteren' (yesterday), 'een 
tijd geleden' (a time ago) or 'toen' (then; referring to past only) (Example 2). 

Example 2 

Rick: 

Simple past tense error of Category 2: omission of past tense marker with the 
occurrence ofa past adverbial within a single T-unit (PI-child; age 4;11) 

en toen val ik zo (me) met me kop op de grond. 
and-then-fall-I-just-(wi)-with-my-head-on-the-ground. 
(and then I fall just (wi) with my head on the ground) 
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Paraphrasis: 
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en toen viel ik zo (me) met me kop op de grond. 
and-then-fell-I-just-(wi)-with-my-head-on-the-ground. 
(and then I fell just (wi) with my head on the ground) 

In Example 2, the past adverb 'toen' (then; referring to past only) needs a simple past 
tense, but the PI-child has used a present tense form instead. If a main clause is in the 
simple past tense, the dependent clause should maintain this value for tense and vice 
versa. A tense-shift within aT-unit is also coded as an error of the Category 2 type. 
Whenever there existed incongruence between a main clause in the simple past tense 
and a subordinated clause in the present tense, this was coded as an error of Category 
2 (Example 3). 

Example 3 

Jeroen: 

Paraphrasis: 

Simple past tense error of Category 2: incongruence between main clause in past tense 
and subordinated clause in present tense within a single T-unit (PI-child; age 4;8) 

#1 was niet omdat ik zelfwil. 
#1 was-not-because-I-myself-want. 
(#1 was not because I myself want) 
#1 <dat> was niet omdat ik <dat> zelf <wilde>. 
# 1 <that>-was-not -because-I -<it>-myself-<wanted>. 
(#1 that was not because 1 myself wanted <it» 

In Example 3, the tense of the subordinate clause should correspond to that of the 
main clause; in this case a past tense form is omitted in the dependent clause. 
In Dutch, the third type of error is also related to the continuation of past tense: when 
children start aT-unit in the past tense that belongs to extended discourse, they 
should continue in the past tense. Thus, in Dutch there exists an obligatory context 
for past tense marking in a narrative (see 9.3) and in extended discourse with a 
narrative character in the conversational genre (see also 11.5). 
Simple past tense error of Category 3 is defined as a shift of the past tense to the 
present tense between T-units in a so-called obligatory narrative context in the 
conversational genre. The shift of the past to the present tense in such an obligatory 
context for past tense is marked, resulting in ungrammaticality (Example 4). 

Example 4 

Rick:: 

Rick: 

Rick:: ..... 

Paraphrasis: 

Simple past tense error of Category 3: omission of past tense in obligatory narrative 
context between T-units (PI-child; age 4;11) 

#2 en ik had (hele) zo grote stok gevonden. 
#2 and-I-had-(whole)-such-Iarge-stick-found. 
(#2 and 1 had (whole) such a large stick found) 
:# zo grote tot op de grond. 
# so-Iong-it-reached-to-the-ground. 
(# so long it reached to the ground) 
rnaar kom niernand te slaan tegen. 
but-come-nobody-to-hit-against. 
(but find nobody to hit) 
rnaar <ik> <kwam> niernand <tegen> <om> te slaan <->. 
but-<I>-<came>-nobody-against-to-hit. 
(but <I> <found> nobody to hit) 
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In Example 4, the PI-child situates the narrative in the past and starts with a past 
tense form. Within this narrative, the child shifts the past tense into the present one 
with the verb 'kom' (come). This tense-shift is not appropriate; because of the 
narrative context the whole event has to be situated in the past. 

7.2.2 Results: Marking Errors in Simple Past Tense 
It is clear that PI-children make significantly more errors of all types in marking past 
tense than N-children (F(1,98) = 4.965; p<.028)2 (Table 7.4) calculated over all T
units with a verbal element in an inflected, stem or infinitival form. 

Table 7.4 Mean total number. mean percentage (related to obligatory contexts for past tense) 
and standard deviation of simple past tense errors of all types in general in 45 N
children and 60 PI-children 

simple past tense N-children PI-children 
errors of all types n=45 n=60 

x % sd x DID sd 

Obligatory context 
Total mean 48.6 - - 46.1 - . 

4 yrs 0.27 1.0% 0.46 0.75 2.0% 1.21 
6 yrs 0.20 0.5% 0.41 0.90 2.3% 1.52 
8 yrs 0.01 0.0% 0.26 0.45 1.3% 0.69 

Total mean 0.16 0.50% 0.38 0.70 1.87% 1.14 

Figure 7.1 shows the development with age in making past tense errors in both 
groups of children. Obviously, both PI and N-children show no significantly linear 
decrease with age. We see, as expected, that school-aged N-children make relatively 
few errors in the conversational genre with simple past tense marking, decreasing to 
zero in the eight-year-old N-children. This result confirms the finding that suggests 
that the development in marking simple past tense in Dutch takes place between the 
ages of two to eight years, as is observed in the ST AP (Van den Dungen and 
Verbeek, 1994, 1999). 

2 ANCOV A with Past tense errors in general as dependent variable, total number of T -units with an 
obligatory contexts for past tense marking as covariate and group (N·PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as 
independent variables. Main effect for age and group*age interaction was not significant. 
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Figure 7.1 
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Development with age of percentage of simple past tense error in general (related to 
obligatory contexts for past tense) in 45 N- and 60 PI-children 

-.-PI-children 

---- •. ---. N-children 

. .---. .---_ .. _-------_._--_ ... _--_. ----
+-------------r-----~--~~~----.~ 

4yrs 6yrs 8yrs 

age groups 

When we compare the PI-children to the N-children from the STAP-population 
(Table 7.5), we see that only 1 % of the PI-children show severe problems and none 
of the children show slight problems with regard to the production of over
generalizations. If the PI-children differed as a group from these N-children3, the 
percentages should be higher than 2,3%, since in a population with a normal 
distribution 2,3% can be expected to score below 2sd and 16% below Isd (see 4.1). 
Thus, the PI-population represents a normal distribution with respect to the 
overgeneralized forms of simple past tense. 

Table 7.5 

PI-children 
N=60 

z-scores 

Distribution of total number and percentage of 60 PI-children in the age of four, six 
and eight years categorised according to z-scores z~2, -2<z5{ -1 and z> -1 on the 
over generalized simple past tense forms (Error of Category 1) in the conversational 
genre 

Error of Category 1 
OvergeneraIized simple past tense forms 

z":; -2 -2 <z":;-l z >-1 
Normal distribution 2,3% 16% 81,7% 

4yrs 0 0% 0 0% 20 100% 

6yrs I 2% 0 0% 19 98% 

8yrs I 2% 0 0% 19 98% 

Total PI-childrenl% 2 1% 0 0% 58 99% 

It seems that the PI-children do not use past tense forms very frequently in the 
conversational geme. Possibly, conversational topics of daily life events with a 
durative character and (near) future might have triggered more present!perfect! future 

3 The Binomial test was not significant between category z ,.:; -2 and z >-2 (p<0.384). 
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tense than past tense forms (Parigger and Baker, 2002). This does not mean that past 
tense obligatory contexts were completely absent in the conversational data of the PI 
and N-children. In Dutch, a marked preference exists for the perfect tense above the 
simple past tense in the relating of past events. We found that if PI-children produce 
past tense forms, they frequently use the auxiliary 'ging( en)' combined with a main 
predicate to express the past (see also 9.3), a so-called 'light' version of the past tense 
(according to De Jong, 1999). De Jong (1999:61) states that: "it merely carries the 
tense marker, but it has no semantic load that adds to the main predicate". The PI
children might use these 'light' past tense forms as a strategy to avoid more 
morphologically complex forms of past tense. 

In Table 7.6, we present the omission of simple past tense forms within a single T
unit (Category 2) or between T-units (Category 3) in the PI-children and the N
children from the Roelofs-population (1998). 

Table 7.6 

Omission 

Mean total number, mean percentage (related to total number of obligatory contexts 
for past tense) and standard deviation of omitted simple past tense forms in a 
single T-unit (Category 2) and between T-units (Category 3) in 45 N-children and 
60 PI-children 

N-children PI-children 
simple past tense n=45 n=60 

x % sd x % sd 

Category 2: single T-unit 
4 yrs 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.35 0.9% 0.59 
6 yrs 0.13 0.3% 0.36 0.20 0.5% 0.41 
8 yrs 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.00 

Total mean 0.04 0.1% 0.12 0.18 0.37% 0.33 

Category 3: between T-
units 0.20 0.5% 0.41 0.40 1.1% 0.94 

4 yrs 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.65 1.7% 1.42 
6 yrs 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.40 1.1% 0.60 
8 yrs 

Total mean 0.07 0.17% 0.14 0.48 1.3% 0.99 

PI-children do not show significantly more omitted simple past tense forms within a 
single T-unit (Category 2) compared to the N-children4• Obviously, PI-children do 
not show severe problems with the choice of the proper tense in these contexts. 
However, the PI-children have significantly more omitted simple past tense forms 

4 ANCOV A with Past tense errors within a single T -unit as dependent variable, total number of 
obligatory contexts for past tense marking as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as 
independent variables. Main effect for age, group and group*age interaction was not significant. 
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between T-units (Category 3) than the N-children5. PI-children often violate 
continuation of the simple past tense form that is motivated by the obligatory context 
in extended discourse with a narrative character. They show problems in temporally 
organizing their narratives within the conversational genre (see also 9.3). 

7.2.3 Conclusion: Marking Errors in Simple Past Tense 
Surprisingly, PI-children show no problems with the inflectional morphology in 
simple past tense forms (Category 1) in the interviews. This could be due to the type 
of genre that concentrates on daily life topics that trigger present/perfect/future tense 
forms in both groups of children. Apparently, PI-children also show no severe 
problems with the choice of the proper tense in aT-unit with a past adverbial 
(Category 2) or a tense-shift between a main and a subordinate clause within aT-unit 
(Category 2). This seems to be different from Dutch grammatical SLI-children (De 
Jong, 1999) who show problems with holding on to the proper tense within aT-unit. 
However, this might be due to the different eliciting strategies of language data: we 
collected spontaneous language in a conversational interview, whereas De Jong 
(1999) elicited past tense forms in an experimental setting. 
The only significant difference is that the PI-children significantly more frequently 
use the present tense form instead of the past tense form between T-units (Category 
3). They shift the time-line between T-units from present to past and vice versa too 
frequently with regard to the obligatory context (see also 9.3). These problems with 
shifting tense incorrectly in extended discourse with a narrative character in PI
children could be related to problems in the area of semantics/pragmatics, particu
larly the use oflanguage-specific cohesive devices (see 13.5 to 13.7). The results of 
marking past tense in the PI-children do not justify a claim that there is a principled 
absence of grammatical rules or of features that underlie them, just as is found by De 
Jong (1999) who also did not find evidence for the absence of grammatical rules for 
marking past tense in Dutch-speaking SLI-children. 

7.3 Errors in Subject-Verb Agreement 

7.3.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
In section 7.2, we showed that the PI-children have no problems with inflectional 
morphology to mark simple past tense, only in realizing past tense in narrative 
extended discourse. In this section, we will explore the second part of functional 
category INFL, namely the 'agreement' between the subject and the verb (see Table 
7.1). 
As the child's verbal repertoire comes to include multi-word sentences, a system is 
emerging that organizes words into structured and meaningful strings. During this 
acquisition stage, starting at age two, children omit 'grammatical morphemes' (e.g. 

5 ANCOV A with Past tense errors between T -units as dependent variable, total number of obligatory 
contexts for past tense marking as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variables. Main effect for age and group*age interaction was not significant. 
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Brown, 1973; Bowerman, 1973), such as tense and agreement markers and 
determiners. During this stage no lexical categories are really missing and they are 
already fixed in a language-specific order, but particular functional features have not 
yet been added to specific syntactic categories. The absence of particular morphemes 
in itself is not sufficient to conclude that children do not possess the necessary 
representations. Within the generative framework in syntactic theory, called 
Principles & Parameters Theory (see 2.3.2), these grammatical morphemes are 
associated with the 'heads' of functional categories. A separate node INFL dominates 
the tense feature of the verb, but also its agreement properties (Haegeman, 1991, 
1994). In English the inflectional properties of verb conjugation are minimal, but 
Dutch has richer paradigms of conjugation: verb morphology has the grammatical 
function of expressing an agreement relation with the grammatical subject that is 
marking person and number values of the subject (Haegeman, 1991; Van Zonneveld, 
1994). 
As we mentioned earlier, functional categories are crucially involved in syntactic 
processes such as movement of verbs. In Dutch there are two positions for verbs: the 
first is the sentence-final position to the right of the verb's realized object and seen as 
the basic position; the second one is the 'verb-second' position that has to be 
preceded by at most one other constituent (Koster, 1975) (see 5.3 and 5.4). Verb 
second is restricted to finite verbs in independent clauses. A difficult issue is the 
distinction between finiteness and tense. Finite equals tense-marking, but finiteness 
does not always imply proper marking for agreement features in Dutch. For example 
in third person singular of regular verb forms, the use of the stem verb form instead 
of an infinitival is considered finite, but agreement marking is missing, such as in 
'*hij 100p0 (stem form)' (he walk0). 
Dutch data from developmental research show that agreement is learned stepwise. As 
soon as word combinations occur in Dutch child language from age two, utterances 
with an infinitive verb form in final position occur. The infinitive verb form is often 
seen as the earliest verb form in Dutch child language. 

Children's development of verb phrase morphology shows a great deal of inter
individual variation, to the extent that some children may start out using bare stems 
rather than what has been viewed as infinitives. In early syntax in the combinations 
of a (pro )nominal and a verb, the verb usually takes the final position. The function 
of the initial nominal phrase can be both agentive (subject) and passive (object) 
(Verhulst-Schlichting, 1996; Bol, 1995; Wijnen 1995). The next stage is marked by 
appearance of constructions with a single verb occurring in first or second position 
(Verhulst-Schlichting, 1985; Bol and Kuiken, 1988; Bol, 1995). Then, clauses can 
be marked by the appearance of complex predicates. In these constructions, one verb 
has finite morphology, and occurs in first or second position and the other, with non
finite morphology, occurs in sentence-fmal position. The sentence-fmal verb can 
either be an infinitive or a past participle. Most Dutch-speaking children studied are 
producing complex predicates at the age of two and a half-year old, when they are 
well into the multi-word stage. Three or four months after the appearance of complex 
predicates the proportion of non-finite constructions decreases (Jordens, 1990; 
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Wijnen, 1995). Another three or four months later, the percentage of non-finite 
sentences of all sentences will typically have dropped to five (Wijnen, 1995). 
At this time Dutch children show a distinct tendency to construct finite sentences 
with the aid of auxiliaries such as doe(t) 'do( es)' and ga(at) 'go( es )', rather than by 
conjugating and moving the lexical verb (Jordens, 1990; Evers and Van Kampen, 
1995; Hollebrandse and Roeper, 1996). In many of these cases, the auxiliaries 
appear to be 'dummy' forms (or 'expletives'), since they do not contribute to the 
meaning of the utterance or add an unjustified aspectual feature. 
To summarize, there is a stage in which typically developing Dutch children fail to 
mark verbs for agreement (and tense): the Optional Infinitive (01) stage (Poeppel 
and Wexler, 1993; Wexler, 1994). As stated in 7.2, the 01 stage is the period during 
which children seem to alternate finite and non-fmite lexical verbs freely, another 
example of a fade-in phenomenon in morphological/syntactic development (Van 
Kampen and Wijnen, 2000) (see 7.2). This period may last until the age of 3;6 
approximately (Wijnen and Bol, 1993). Wijnen (1998) suggests the following steps 
in the development of verb morphology (tense and agreement) and placement (see 
also De Jong, 1999:97), as is shown in Table 7.7. 

Table 7.7 Development of verb morphology (tense and agreement) and placement (Wijnen. 
1998; see also De Jong. 1999:97) 

Development tense and agreement 

1 Verb in infinitival form is in sentence-final position 

2 Occurrence of verb in second position (Verb Second) 

3 Optional use in second position of either a lexical verb form or a modal auxiliary followed by 
an infinitivallexical verb in final position 

4 Build-up of an agreement paradigm for the lexical verb 

5 Splitting of the paradigm (person and number) for the lexical verb 

SLI-children appear to need more time to escape from the 01 stage and have even an 
Extended Optional Infinitive (EOI) stage (Rice, Wexler and Cleave, 1995): during 
this stage they do not regard the marking of fmiteness on the verb as obligatory (see 
6.4.1). Some Dutch-speaking SLI-children in the age of6;0 to 9;0 years were still in 
the EOI stage (De Jong, 1999). 
The main questions here are whether PI-children produce more subject-verb 
agreement errors compared to N-children and if they do, which type of agreement 
errors are made in comparison to N-children. And, is there a comparable 
development with age? 
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As said before, children seem to learn agreement stepwise (Leemans, 1994; Wijnen, 
1998; De Jong, 1999). Tense (any form of finiteness) is learned before agreement. In 
normally developing children tense correlates with the acquisition of verb second 
(Wijnen and Bol, 1993; Wijnen, 1998). In Dutch the existence of finiteness does not 
imply a correct marking for agreement (De Jong, 1999). To determine which type of 
agreement errors PI-children make compared to N-children the acquisition order of 
agreement in normal development is followed. 

To determine the rate at which subject-verb agreement errors occur, the total number 
of T-units with an obligatory context for agreement are used (Haeseryn et aI., 
1997:1139). First, the T-unit must contain a verbal element in an inflected or 
infinitival form. Second, the T-unit must have a realized subject. If the subject was 
not realized, but could be inferred from the situation or the linguistic context, the T
unit was also included in the analysis of agreement. In Dutch a variety of agreement 
errors is possible (Table 7.8). The analysis under investigation pinpoints to general 
error patterns of agreement found in the data and error categories used in research in 
language-impaired children (e.g. De Jong, 1999). In order to compare the results of 
agreement marking in PI-children also with SLI-children Error Categories 1 and 3 
are used according to De Jong (1999:68-69). 

Table 7.8 Agreement errors used in the morphological/syntactic analysis 

Al!reement errors Type of errors 

Category I an empty second position (no verb second) and an infinitive verb 
form in final position 

Category 2 an empty second position (no verb second) and a past participle in 
final position 

Category 3 lack of an inflectional agreement marker with a stern form 
(infinitive minus -en) of the verb in second position 

Category 4 wrong agreement between subject and verb with an incorrect 
person/number marking of the verbal element in second position 
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An agreement error of Category I from Table 7.7 involves T -units with an empty 
second position (no verb second) and a non-finite verb form in fmal position, i.e. an 
infinitive form (Example 5). This category indicates that verb second is not yet 
acquired6. The infinitive verb form is the citation form of the verb. It expresses only 
the lexical verb meaning but has no additional temporal-aspectual meaning, such as 
participles (Haeseryn et aI., 1997 :451). In Dutch the infinitive is constructed by 
adding -en to the verb stem as opposed to English, which has no affix for the 
infinitive form. 

Example 5 

Miranda: 

Miranda: ..... 

Paraphrasis: 

Agreement error of Category 1: an empty second position and infinitive in final 
position in Dutch (PI-child; age 8;11) 

dat waren onze lievelingsdieren. 
that-were-our-favourite-animals. 
(those were our favourite animals) 
wij <-> zo kijken [naar de pony's]. 
we-<->-so-to-Iook [at the ponies]. 
(we look [at the ponies]) 
wij <gingen> zo kijken [naar de pony's]. 
we-<started>-so-to-Iook [at the ponies]. 
(we started to look [at the ponies]) 

Example 5 can be interpreted as if the auxiliary verb is not expressed in second 
position. The consequence of this interpretation is that the T -unit is not marked for 
agreement and tense. 

An agreement error of Category 2 consists of an empty second position (no verb 
second) and again a non-fmite verb form in fmal position, but in this case a past 
participle (Example 6). Non-fmite forms of this type combine a finite auxiliary 
and/or modal verb with a past participle to constitute the sentence predicate. Past 
participles characterize the process or activity as a completed state at any given time 
(Haeseryn et aI., 1997:67). Past participles occur within finite complex tenses or in 
adjectival usage. An unrealized auxiliary in second position with a realized past 
participle (Category 2 error) could also indicate problems with acquiring a complex 
predicate, since these auxiliaries not only mark for tense and agreement, but can also 
carry aspectual features (Gillis and De Houwer, 1998). 

6 Category I 'an empty second position (no verb second) and an infinitive verb form in final position' 
is analysed according to the definitions used by De Jong (1999:69). Category I in the analysis of PI
children is identical to Category 3 in the analysis of SLI-children carried out by De Jong (1999). 
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Example 6 

Willem: 

Paraphrasis: 

Agreement error of Category 2: unrealized auxiliary in verb second position and a past 
participle in final position in Dutch (PI-child; age 4;2) 

en Thijmen <-> al jarig geweest. 
and-Thijmen-<->-already-birthday-been. 
(and Thijmen <had>already his birthday) 
en Thijmen is al jarig geweest. 
and-Thijmen-is-already-birthday-been. 
(and Thijmen <had>already his birthday) 

In Example 6, the second position is not filled with the auxiliary 'is' ('is') despite the 
realized past particle as part of the complex verb phrase in clause-final position. 
An agreement error of Category 3 involves lack of an inflectional agreement 
marker, resulting in a T-unit with a stem form (infinitive minus -en) of the verb in 
second position7. The verb position and finiteness are closely related in the acquisi
tion of Dutch, so occurrences of the stem form of the verb are considered finite. The 
infinitival verb form typically occurs in sentence final position and the finite verb in 
second or fronted position, like in yes-no questions (Example 7). 

Example 7 

Rick: 

Paraphrasis: 

Agreement error of Category 3: no agreement marker with a stem form of the verb in 
second position in Dutch (PI-child; age 4;11) 

dan ga we (eh) stokken zo breken. 
then-go-we-( eh )-sticks-so-to-break. 
(then we go to break sticks) 
dan gaan we zo stokken breken. 
then-go-we--sticks-so-to-break. 
(then we go to break sticks) 

In Example 7, there is no agreement marker between the plural subject 'we' (we) and 
the stem form 'ga' (go). Only agreement errors of Category 3 are identified in an 
obligatory context for second and third person singular (Dutch: stem + ItJ) or for 
plural inflection (Dutch: stem + len/); these agreement errors could not be identified 
for first person singular (Dutch: stem + 10/), since this agreement marking is not 
distinguishable from the stem form in Dutch. 

7 Category 2 'verbs in second position without an inflectional marker' is analysed according the 
definitions used by De long (1999) and agrees with Category I in the analysis of agreement of su
children (De long, 1999:68). 
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Finally, the most obvious and clear error of agreement is an agreement error of 
Category 48: wrong agreement between subject and verb with an incorrect number 
marking of the verbal element in second position (Example 8). 

Example 8 

Joanna: 

Paraphrasis: 

Agreement error of Category 4: agreement error for person and number in Dutch (PI
child; age 4;5) 

ja, maar MiIjam en wij [Joanna and Tom] denkt, datje ze niet kon vangen. 
yes-but-MiIjam-and-we-think-that-you-them-not-to-catch. 
(yes, but MiIjam and we think that they cannot be caught) 
ja, maar MiIjam en wij denken, dat je ze niet kon vangen. 

In Example 8, there is no correct agreement between the plural subject 'Mirjam en 
wij' (Mirjam and we) and the singular verb form 'denkt' (think); the plural 
inflectional marker -en is missing. 

Table 7.9 shows an overview of the four Error Categories classified according to the 
acquisition order of agreement in normal development in Dutch in a matrix, partly 
following De Jong (1999:70). 

Table 7.9 Error Categories for subject-verb agreement relations 

Subject-verb agreement errors 

Verb second Finiteness Tense Agreement 
Person number 

Error Category 1 -* -* -* -* -* 
Error Category 2 -* -* -* -* -* 

Error Category 3 + + ? -* -* 
Error Category 4 + + + +* +* 

• means error III subject-verb agreement 

In Table 7.9, the first two error categories (marked with a 1*1 for the type of error on 
different levels) have a topic in first position and an empty second position (marked 
as I -I) with either an infinitive (error Category I) or a past participle in sentence-final 
position (error Category 2). The last two error categories have a realized verbal 
element in second position (marked with 1+/), but the inflectional marker is either 
missing (error Category 3) or not missing, but wrong (error Category 4). Error 
Category 1 and 2 concern non-finite verb forms, lacking auxiliaries, as opposed to 
Category 3 and 4 that concern finite verb forms. All the different categories of 

8 Error Category I 'inappropriate value number for person and number between the subject and the 
verb' agrees with Error Category 2 in the agreement analysis of SLI-children by De Jong (\999:68). 
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Illlssmg or wrong verb morphology influence the grammaticality of the T -unit 
negatively, as defined in 4.2 and 4.3. 

7.3.2 Results: Subject-Verb Agreement Errors 
As explained in 7.3.1, agreement errors are counted in T-units with an obligatory 
context for agreement, where no verbal element and subject are missing. First, Table 
7.10 shows the proportion of T -units with an obligatory context for agreement 
calculated over all T-units (50). Second, the proportion of T-units with an 
agreement error calculated over all these T -units that contain such an obligatory 
context is presented. 
Since we know that in interviews with PI-children a significantly higher number of 
missing lexical verbs (see 5.2) and missing subjects (see 5.3) are observed, we 
expect that the PI-children produce fewer obligatory contexts for subject-verb 
agreement than the N-chi1dren. This is indeed the case (F(2,99)=15.454; p<.ooot 

Table 7.10 Mean total number, mean percentage and standard deviation of obligatory contexts 
for subject-verb agreement and subject-verb agreement errors in 45 N-children and 
60 PI-children 

Subject-verb agreement N-children PI-children 
errors n=45 n=60 

x % sd x % sd 

Obligatory contexts 
4yrs 39.67 - 4.59 37.75 - 3.80 
6yrs 41.87 - 3.44 39.25 - 5.00 
8yrs 41.07 - 2.22 35.65 - 5.29 

Total mean 40.87 - 3.59 38.27 - 4.53 

Agreement errors 
4 yrs 0.87 2.1% 0.92 2.60 6.9% 2.44 
6 yrs 0.80 1.9% 1.37 1.55 4.0% 1.57 
8 yrs 0.20 0.5% 0.41 1.00 2.8% 1.03 

Total mean 0.62 1.5% 1.01 1.72 4.6% 1.87 

The PI-children show significantly more errors in marking subject-verb agreement 
than N-chi1dren1o (F(1,98)=7.l79; p<.009). In Figure 7.2 the development with age 

9 ANOVA with Obligatory contexts for subject-verb agreement as dependent variable and group (N
PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effects for age and group*age interaction were 
not significant. 

10 ANCOV A with Subject-verb agreement errors as dependent variable, total number of obligatory 
contexts for subject-verb agreement as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variables. Main effect for group*age interaction was not significant. 
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is presented for the PI-children in all age groups, although the statistical analysis 
includes only the four, six and eight year olds of both populations, since no data of 
the five, seven and nine-year-old N-children was available (see 4.3.1). 
Also a main effect for age is found in both groups (F(2,98)=5.558; p<.005), which 
motivates a post hoc analysis. Surprisingly, the development with age shows only 
linearity in the PI-children (p<.OOO; R squared .17; Eta squared .21)11 as opposed to 
the non-linear decrease found in the N-childrenI2 • 

Figure 7.2 
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The results confirm that by age four in normally developing children the subject-verb 
agreement paradigm is acquired, since 98% of all instances are realized correctly, 
increasing to correct agreement in 99%/1 00% at age eight. Table 7.11 shows the 
different error types of subject-verb agreement. 

II One-way ANCOV A with Subject-verb agreement errors as dependent variable, total number of 
obligatory contexts for subject-verb agreement as covariate and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variable in N-children. 

12 One-way ANCOV A with Subject-verb agreement errors as dependent variable, total number of 
obligatory contexts for subject-verb agreement as covariate and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent 
variable in N-children. 
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Table 7.11 

Subject-verb 
agreement errors 

Category I 
Category 2 
Category 3 
Category 4 

Mean total number, mean percentage (related to total number of agreement errors) 
and standard deviation different types of subject-verb agreement errors in 45 N
children and 120 Pi-children 

N-children PI-children 
n=45 n=120 

x °/. sd x % sd 

0.02 3% 0.15 0.10 5% O.IS 
0.00 0% 0.00 0.05 4% 0.31 
0.01 2% 0.15 0.01 1% 0.13 
0.59 95% 0.S7 1.56 90% 1.4S 

Of the different types of errors in subject-verb agreement an incorrect marking for 
person and number (Category 4) was the most frequent error type in both groups. 
The PI-children have significantly more marking errors for person and number 
(Category 4) than the N-children (F(1,lOO)=4.098; p<.046)13. 
Earlier results indicated that the PI-children make more word order errors, especially 
with the expression of topicalized constituents (objects or adverbs) that need a 
subject-verb inverted word order (verb-subject order) in Dutch (see 6.4). A closer 
look at the data showed that indeed half of the total number of incorrect marking for 
person and number in the interviews with the PI-children were contexts with an 
inverted word order between the subject and the verb. However, no significant group 
effect was found for the amount of agreement errors in these contexts14, but only a 
significantly linear age effect in the PI-children (F(2,57)=4.927; p<.004)15. 
Errors of Category 1, 2 and 3 did not occur very frequently in the data of both 
groups of children. PI-children showed a few more errors in Category 1 and 2 than 
the N-children, but the differences were not significant16. 

13 ANCOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 4), total number of Subject-verb agreement 
errors as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-Syrs) as independent variables. Main effect for 
group*age interaction was not significant. 

14 ANCOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 4) with topicalization as dependent 
variable, total number of Subject-verb agreement errors as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-
Syrs) as independent variables. Main effects for group and group*age interaction was not significant. 

15 One-way ANOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 4) with topicalization as dependent 
variable and age (4-6-Syrs) as independent variables in PI-children. 
One-way ANOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 4) with topicalization as dependent 
variable and age (4-6-Syrs) as independent variables in N-children. 

16 ANCOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category I), total number of Subject-verb agreement 
errors as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-Syrs) as independent variables. Main effect for 
group*age interaction was not significant. 
ANCOV A with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 2), total number of Subject-verb agreement 
errors as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-Syrs) as independent variables. Main effect for 
group*age interaction was not significant. 
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7.3.3 Conclusion: Subject-Verb Agreement Errors 
Many errors of Category 1 or 2 indicate an (E)OI stage, as is found in English
speaking SLI-children, and imply no acquisition of verb second (Rice et aI., 1995). 
Placement of the verb in second position is a prerequisite for correct person and 
number marking. Since errors of the 1 or 2 type rarely occur in PI-children, we 
conclude that verb second is acquired in these children. Too many errors of Category 
3, characterized by a lack of an inflectional agreement marker, resulting in aT-unit 
with a stem form (Dutch: infinitive minus -en) of the verb in second position, imply 
that verb second is acquired, but the inflectional marker between the subject and the 
lexical verb is missing. This indicates absence of an agreement paradigm for the 
lexical verb (Wijnen, 1998). The infrequent presence of Category 3 errors indicates 
that in the PI-children the agreement paradigm for the lexical verb is almost 
acquired. However, PI-children make significantly more agreement errors of the 
Category 4 type (incorrect marking of person and number between the subject and 
the verb) compared to the N-children, even in the oldest PI-children. Since the 
production of this type of error is part of normal development in children younger 
than five years (Bishop and Rosenbloom, 1987), the results in the PI-children 
suggest a delayed acquisition of the person and number paradigm. 
In SLI-children, the error Categories (1+2), 3 and 4 are quite common (De Jong, 
1999). As stated by De Jong (1999:73) most of the SLI-children may be beyond the 
(E)OI stage, but some SLI-children persist in preferring infinitives in sentence final 
position. They prefer to use infinitives in sentence final position and seem to be in 
the initial stage of development of verb placement and morphology expressing 
agreement relations. Even when finiteness appears to be available in SLI-children 
beyond the (E)OI stage, proper agreement marking is often lacking, and they use no 
inflectional markers in second position or wrong number markers. 
A remarkable difference is that nearly all PI-children are beyond the infinitive stage, 
having acquired verb second. They make almost no errors of Category (1 + 2) as 
opposed to a subgroup of SLI-children. Another difference between the PI-children 
and SLI-children is that the PI-children make almost no Category 3 errors as 
opposed to the SLI-children, who frequently lack agreement marking on the verb in 
second position. 
The PI-children seem to have arrived in the final developmental stage of subject
verb agreement, particularly involving the ability to split the paradigm (person and 
number) for the lexical verb as opposed to the SLI-children. In both groups of 
children a similar amount of Category 4 errors is found: the PI-children show a 
comparable pattern of wrong person/number marking between the subject and the 
verb, although the PI-children make more Category 4 errors than Category (1 +2+3) 

ANCOVA with Subject-verb agreement errors (Category 3). total number of Subject-verb agreement 
errors as covariate and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect for 
group*age interaction was not significant. 
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errors, as opposed to the SLI-children who make fewer Category 4 errors than 
Category (1+2+3) errors. 
In sum, since the differences are more prominent than the similarities, we conclude 
that the PI-children are performing better in realizing subject-verb agreement (95% 
correct) than the SLI-children (less than 90% correct), although the PI-children make 
significantly more errors with the person/number marking between the subject and 
the verb than the N-children (98% to nearly 100% correct). The observed errors in 
verb morphology contribute to the ungrammaticality of the T-unit found in 4.2 and 
4.3. 

7.4 Errors in Determiner-Noun Agreement 

7.4.1 Research questions, definitions and operationalisations 
Determiners are another functional category in which variation can occur between 
languages. Languages vary with respect to the extent to which agreement (number, 
gender and person features) between specifier (noun) and head (determiner) are 
morphologically realized (Haegeman, 1994), being encoded in determiners to a 
greater extent than in nouns or pre-nominal modifiers (Atkinson, 1992). Determiners 
lack 'descriptive content'. Their semantic contribution is second-order, regulating or 
contributing to the interpretation of their complement: they mark grammatical or 
relational features (Abney, 1987). 
Noun phrases (NP's) are generally used to refer to entities (e.g. persons or things) in 
a given domain of discourse (see also 13.5 to 13.7). Within a generative framework 
the NP is inside a higher functional projection, i.e. the Determiner Phrase (DP). The 
head of this projection Det is occupied by the determiner (Haegeman, 1994). D 
carries the feature 1+1 or I-I specificity, like in 'het proefschrift' (the dissertation), 
where the definite article 'het' (the) acts as a determiner and takes a noun, in this case 
'proefschrift' (thesis) as its complement. The Num(ber) Phrase is a second functional 
projection inside the DP, where Num stands for Number. The head Num can be 
filled by numerals for instance, and it carries the feature 1+1 or I-I plurality. 
Many theoretical linguists (e.g. Roeper, 1988) suppose that in normal child language 
the knowledge and use of fully expanded phrase structure is preceded by a stage in 
which elements, such as determiners, are adjoined to other elements, such as nouns 
and verbs, instead offorming an embedded structure by functional projections (spec
head or head-complement configuration). In normal development children first have 
to learn which syntactic categories belong to the Determiner Phrase. They need to 
learn that the lexical category noun belongs to the syntactic category N, as does 
adjective to A, numeral and indefinite article to Num, definite article and 
demonstrative, personal, possessive and interrogative pronoun to Det. If a child has 
knowledge of this categorization, the linear ordering of these different elements must 
be learned. Finally, a learning issue for the child is the specific agreement relation 
between the ordered elements. In Dutch, nouns are accompanied by articles that are 
freestanding pre-noun function words. These are often weak syllables preceding the 
strong syllable of the following noun. Articles are grammatically marked for number, 
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gender, and case. Dutch errors with respect to determiner-noun agreement involve a 
failure to make a proper gender choice between the singular article 'de' 
(feminine/masculine form) and the neuter form 'het', or comparable mistakes 
regarding demonstrative pronouns ('deze' 'die' (feminine/masculine form) vs. 'dit' 'dat' 
(neuter form». In normal Dutch develop-ment the stage of under specification of the 
definite article, i.e. the usage of 'de' for 'het' goes together with the proper use of the 
definite determiner. This is another example of a fade-in phenomenon during 
development (Van Kampen and Wijnen, 2000:273) (see 7.2 and 7.3). 
Dutch-speaking children's first noun phrase-type structures consist of bare nouns and 
proper nouns as well (Verlinden and Gillis, 1988). Before their second year, children 
start to use more elaborate noun phrases starting with a schwa-element reminiscent 
of the indefinite article 'een' (a, an) (Bol and Kuiken, 1988). Verhulst-Schlichting 
(1987) also indicates that 'een' (a, an) is the first determiner that Dutch-speaking 
children use. Until now there have been no reports of Dutch-speaking children using 
a schwa in front of proper nouns. Articles in noun phrases appear by the age of two 
years and in 50% of the cases in object position. By the age of three years only 22% 
of the articles in obligatory context are missing (Schaeffer, 1997). It is not quite clear 
what the order of emergence or frequency of occurrence is of the definite articles and 
demonstrative determiners in combination with a noun. But various examples of 
child utterances throughout the relevant literature show that such combinations are 
certainly present in the first half of the third year. There is some evidence that the 
definite article 'het' (the) appears somewhat later than the definite article 'de' (the), 
but there is not much information available on this point (Schaerlaekens and Gillis, 
1987; De Houwer, 1990). Adjective-noun combinations without a determiner are 
used quite regularly after the age of two years. With the age of three more complex 
noun phrases combining a determiner, adjective and a noun appear (Bol and Kuiken, 
1988; De Houwer, 1990). From this age on Dutch-speaking children tend to use this 
adult word order within noun phrases. 
Experimental studies investigating determiner usage by somewhat older children 
confirm that the acquisition of syntactic gender in Dutch may be a long drawn-out 
process (Extra, 1978; Wijnen, 1984; Deutsch and Wijnen, 1985; Goossens, 1989). 
Syntactic gender is also expressed by means of independent demonstrative pronouns. 
Bol and Kuiken (1986) report that the earliest use of these is restricted to the 
pronouns 'deze/die' (this/that), which are the non-neuter forms. Quite soon after this 
initial use, children start to use the neuter forms 'ditldat' (this/that) as well, although 
the appropriateness has not been analysed (Bol and Kuiken, 1986). 
Dutch-speaking children of four years old use a variety of noun phrases: they use 
noun phrases with a nominal, adjectival or pronominal head. These children use the 
expected combinatorial pattern and for example appropriately combine an article 
with a noun (De Houwer and Gillis, 1998). 
SLI-children show a delay in the acquisition of noun phrase morphology. They have 
difficulties with the functional category determiner and show significantly more 
missing articles and adjectives in the noun phrase (e.g. Leonard, 1995; Hansson, 
Nettelbladt and Leonard, 2002). Research in Dutch pre-school SLI-children shows 
that they have difficulties in acquiring determiner-noun agreement, although the 
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amount of non-agreement still falls within the normal range (Leemans, 1996: 1 0). 
The SLI-children show correct combinations of one functional element, such as a 
determiner, numeral, adjective or quantifier with a noun. The difficulty, however, 
seems to be to embed these structures into larger, hierarchically more complex 
phrases. Thus, SLI-children hold on longer to a 'flat' phrase structure than normally 
developing children (Leemans, 1996). Also children with Williams' Syndrome show 
clear morphological/syntactic problems with functional categories: they have 
difficulties in the use of grammatical gender assignments between the determiner and 
the noun (Karmiloff-Smith et aI., 1997). 

Here we address the issue whether the PI-children show more determiner-noun 
agreement errors within the conversational interview compared to the N-children 
and if they do, which type of determiner errors are made in comparison to N
children. And, is there a comparable development with age? 
In order to get insight in the different error types related to the use of determiners, 
we divided the errors in missing determiners within a noun phrase and in incorrect 
determiner forms, i.e. gender and form errors and inappropriate use of determiners 
(Table 7.12). 
The total number of 50 T -units is used to determine the rate at which determiner 
errors occurred. Although determiners include articles, demonstrative pronouns, 
personal, possessive and interrogative pronouns used adjectivally, we only analysed 
errors with the article-noun agreement. The functional categories Numeral and 
Adjective are excluded from the error-analysis. In a T-unit more than one determiner 
error can occur. In order to get insight in the different type of determiner errors in 
the PI-children, we divided the errors into specific categories. 
In Dutch two kinds of agreement relations must be expressed: 1. The number and 
gender agreement of Det, Num or Adjective with the noun. 2. The agreement 
between quantifier and noun phrase and genitive case-marking (Leemans, 1996:3). 
Since no morphological/syntactic errors of the last type of agreement relation (2) 
were found in the data, we limited our analysis to errors of the type agreement 
relation (1). 
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Table 7.12 

Chapter 7 Morphological/Syntactic conversational development 

Incorrect use of determiners: error-types used in the morphological/syntactic 
analysis 

Determiner error : Type of errors 

Missing determiner Omission of Det, Num or A in an obligatory context 

Category I gender agreement error between Det, Num or A and the noun 

Category 2 number agreement error between Det, Num or A and the noun 

Category 3 Erroneous addition of Det, Num or A within the noun phrase 

First, missing determiner-noun agreement relations in an obligatory context are 
counted in the analysis. Obligatory contexts for the realization of detenniners are 
overtly produced noun phrases, regardless of their syntactic function. Missing 
determiner-noun agreement errors involve the omission of the (in)definite articles 
(Example 9), of the demonstrative or the possessive pronoun with a noun. 

Example 9 

Rick:: 

Paraphrasis: 

Missing determiner: omitted indefinite article within a noun phrase in Dutch (PI-child; 
age 4;11) 

toen had ik # <-> poppetje bij. 
then-had-l-<->-Iittle-doll-by. 
(then I had <-> little doll) 
toen had ik <een> poppeije <er>bij. 
then-had-l-<a>-Iittle-doll-by. 
(then I had a little doll) 

In Example 9, an indefinite article that is obligatory in the produced noun phrase is 
missing. 

Second, errors in explicitly produced detenniners are counted and specified in three 
types. The first type of detenniner error of Category I is a gender agreement error: 
an agreement error in gender of the definite article (Example 10) and the 
demonstrative pronoun with a (proper) noun (Haeseryn et al., 1997). 

Example 10 

Bas: 

Determiner error of Category I: gender agreement error of the definite article within a 
noun phrase in Dutch (PI-child; age 4;5) 

en die was (bij) in de campingbedje (in) <-> Jiggen. 
and-he-was-in-the-little-camp-bed-Iay-down. 
(and he lay down in the little camp bed) 
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Paraphrasis: en die was (bij) in <het> campingbedje (in) <gaan> liggen. 
and-he-was-in-the-little-camp-bed-Iay-down. 
(and he lay down in the little camp bed) 

In Example 10, a gender error is made: the masculine/feminine article 'de' (the) is 
used in stead of the neuter form 'het' (the), which is appropriate with the realized 
noun phrase 'in 0 campingbedje' (in o little camp bed). 
In Dutch, these error types concern the use of the definite article 'de' (the) for the 
masculine or feminine form instead of the neuter form 'het' (the) and vice versa. Also 
the use of the masculine or feminine form of the demonstrative pronouns 'deze' and 
'die' instead of the neuter forms 'dit' and 'dat' and vice versa. 
The use of an indefinite article 'een' (a) for the defmite article 'delhet' and vice versa 
is not analysed as a grammatical error, but as a pragmatic error. The problems in 
establishing co-referential cohesion are described in 13.8. 

The second determiner error-type of Category 2 is a number agreement error 
between the determiner and the noun. Number agreement errors that are included in 
the analysis are wrong number in the (in)definite article (Example 11), demonstrative 
pronoun, possessive pronoun, numeral, or adjective with a (proper) noun. 

Example 11 

Gary: 

Paraphrasis: 

Determiner error of Category 2: number agreement error of the indefinite article with 
the noun in Dutch (PI-child; age 4;2) 

een klein kindjes ken niet. 
a-little-children-can-not. 
(a little children can not) 
<-> klein<e> kindjes <kunnen> <dat> niet. 
<->-little-children-<can>-<that>-<not>. 
(little children can not do that) 

In Example 11, the singular indefinite article 'een' (a) is wrongly used with the plural 
noun 'kindjes' (children) that results in a number agreement error between the 
determiner and the noun. In this case we did not classify the error as an error of the 
plural form of the noun (e.g. 'een klein kindje' (a little child». 
Also the inflectional form of the adjective 'klein' (little) is wrongly used in the 
contexts of the plural noun and should be 'kleine' (little-0). So this T-unit includes 
two number agreement errors as compared to the paraphrased goal sentence. 
Finally, the determiner error of Category 3 concerns erroneous addition of 
(in)definite articles, demonstrative pronouns and numeral pronouns with a (proper) 
noun in a non-obligatory context. Errors of Category 3 indicate an overspecification 
of the mentioned referent expressed by a specific type of noun, namely a proper 
noun (Example 12). 
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Example 12 Determiner error of Category 3: erroneous addition of definite article with a proper 
noun in Dutch (PI-child; age 4;5) 

Kimberley: 

Paraphrasis: 

en de Bimbo is de kleinste [van twee poezen]. 
and-the-Bimbo-is-the-smallest [of two cats]. 
(and the Bimbo is the smallest [of two cats]) 
en <-> Bimbo is de kleinste[ van twee poezen]. 
and-<->-Bimbo-is-the-smallest[ of two cats]. 
(and Bimbo is the smallest[oftwo cats]) 

In Example 12, the proper noun 'Bimbo' (Bimbo), the name of a cat refers to a specific 
cat in the real world. By adding a definite article to the proper noun the child 
overspecifies the mentioned referent 'Bimbo' and this is therefore classified as a 
determiner error (Category 3) in Dutch. In Dutch, it is ungrammatical to use a 
determiner with a proper noun as it is in English, although some languages like German 
do allow it. 

7.4.2 Results: Determiner-Noun Agreement Errors 
First, we will present all error categories of determiner-noun agreement relations 
(Category 1,2 and 3), including the Category of 'missing' determiner in a determiner
noun relation (Table 7.13). 

Table 7.13 Mean total number. mean percentage (related to 50 T-units) and standard deviation 
of determiner-noun agreement errors in 45 N-children and 120 PI-children 

Determiner-noun N-children PI-children 
agreement errors n=45 n=120 

x °/. sd x % sd 

4 yrs 2.13 4.3% \.85 3.80 7.6% 3.22 
5 yrs - - - 2.45 4.9% 1.79 
6 yrs \.00 2.0% \,47 2.35 4.7% \.93 
7 yrs - - - \.50 3.0% 1.32 
8 yrs 0.20 0.4% 0.41 2.00 4.0% \.84 
9 yrs - - - \.60 3.2% \.19 

Total mean 1.11 2.23% 1.57 2.28 4.57% 1.88 

Clearly, the PI-children have significantly more problems in establishing agreement 
relations between the functional category determiner and the noun than N-children in 
the interview-gemel7 (F(1,99)=15.933; p<.OOO), as is shown in Table 7.13. Also a 

17 Since the obligatory contexts (number of noun phrases) were comparable in both groups (no 
significant main effect was found), an ANCOV A with the number of noun phrases as covariate 
was not indicated. Therefore an ANOVA over percentages was used (see also 13.4). 
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main effect for age is found in both groups (F(2,99)=7.53 1; p<.OOl) (see Figure 7.3). 
As expected, the N-children showed a linear decrease with age (p<.OOO; Eta squared 
.26; R squared .26) related to determiner-noun agreement errors in general 18, as the 
PI-children did (p<.OOl; Eta squared .13; R squared .10)19. 
When we look at the development with age, we see that PI-children in all age groups 
show problems in expressing determiner-noun agreement relations. Although there is a 
linear decrease of agreement errors with age in the PI-children, it is evident from Figure 
7.3 that the older PI -children of seven, eight and nine years do not catch up with the six 
and eight year old N-children20 • 

Figure 7.3 
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A further analysis shows the types of errors made. First, in Figure 7.4 the proportion 
of errors, characterized by a missing determiner, as opposed to errors in determiner
noun agreement (not missing, but incorrect determiner) are presented. All children, 
except for the six-year-old N-children, show relatively more problems in overtly 
realizing determiner-noun agreement relations and relatively fewer problems in 
making determiner-noun agreement errors. Unexpectedly, the eight-year-old N
children show only missing determiner-noun agreement relations and no agreement 
errors at all. We have no explanation for this except that the numbers are so small 
(see Table 7.13). 

ANOVA with total number of Determiner-Noun agreement errors in general as dependent variable 
and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect for group*age interaction 
was not significant. 

18 One-way ANOV A with total number of Determiner-Noun agreement errors in general as dependent 
variable and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variable in N-children. 

19 One-way ANOV A with total number of Determiner-Noun agreement errors in general as dependent 
variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in PI-children. 

20 Only data are available of the four, six and eight year old normally developing Dutch children 
(Roelofs, 1998) with respect to Determiner-Noun agreement errors. 
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Percentage (related to total number of determiner errors) of missing and errors 
with determiner-noun agreement relation in 45 N-children and 60 PI-children 
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As is shown in Table 7.14, the PI-children have significantly more omitted 
determiner-noun agreement relations than the N-children (F(1,99)=15.854; 
p<.OOO)21. Also a main effect for age is found in both groups (F(2,99)=5.526; 
p<.005). 

Table 7.14 Mean total number. mean percentage (related to 50 T-units) and standard deviation 
of missing determiner-noun agreement relations in 45 N-children and 120 PI
children 

Missing determiner- N-children PI-children 
noun agreement n=45 n=120 

x % sd x DID sd 

4 yrs 1.07 2.1% 1.34 2.80 5.6% 2.97 
5 yrs - - - 1.10 2.2% 0.97 
6 yrs 0.20 0.4% 0.41 1.45 2.9% 1.64 
7 yrs - - - 0.80 1.6% 0.89 
8 yrs 0.20 0.4% 0.41 1.20 2.4% 1.36 
9 yrs - - - 0.90 1.6% 0.85 

Total mean 0.49 1.0% 0.92 1.38 3.0% 1.73 

In Figure 7.5, we show the development with age in establishing determiner-noun 
agreement relations. As expected, we found a decrease with age of missing 
determiner-noun agreement relations in the N-children that can almost fully be 

21 ANOV A with missing Determiner-Noun agreement relations as dependent variable and group (N-PI) 
and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect for group*age interaction was not 
significant. 
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explained as a linear trend (p<.007)22. Within the PI-children the decrease can only 
partly be explained as a linear trend (p<.002)23. 

Figure 7.5 Development with age of percentage of missing determiner-noun agreement relations 
(related to 50 T-units) in 45 N-children and 120 PI-children 
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With age N-children learn to establish obligatory agreement relations between the DET 
and the noun. Especially between four and six years old the missing determiner-noun 
agreement relations decrease substantially in the N-children. This development differs 
from the development found in PI-children. In the older PI-children still half of the total 
number of determiner-noun agreement errors is due to omission of an obligatory 
determiner-noun agreement relation. Thus, more noun phrases produced by the PI
children lack obligatory grammatical information that has not only a negative impact on 
grammaticality (see 4.2 and 4.3), but also on co-referential cohesion (see 13.5 to 13.7). 

In Table 7.15, the total number of determiner-noun agreement errors and the 
different types of errors are presented. We found that PI-children do not have 
significantly more determiner-noun agreement errors in general than N-children24 • 

22 One-way ANOV A with missing Determiner-Noun agreement relations as dependent variable and age 
(4-6-8yrs) as independent variable in N-children. 

23 One-way ANOV A with missing Determiner-Noun agreement relations as dependent variable and age 
(4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in PI-children. 

24 ANOV A with Determiner-Noun agreement errors (minus missing Determiner-Noun agreement 
relations) as dependent variable and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main 
effect for group*age interaction was not significant. 
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Table 7.15 

Determiner-noun 
agreement errors 

Chapter 7 Morphological/Syntactic conversational development 

Mean total number, percentage (related to the total number of determiner-noun 
agreement errors in 50 T-units) and standard deviation of determiner-noun 
agreement errors in 45 N-children and 120 P1-children 

N-children PI-children 
n=45 n=60 

x % sd x °/. sd 

Category I Gender error 0.49 82% 0.90 0.57 63% 0.85 
Category 2 Number error 0.11 18% 0.38 0.10 11% 0.40 
Category 3 Erroneous use 0.00 0% 0.00 0.23 26% 0.52 

Total mean 0.60 100% 0.94 0.90 100% 1.09 

With regard to the development with age in producing detenniner-noun agreement 
errors, we found a main effect for age in both groups of children (F(2,99)=3.094; 
p<.050). The decrease with age in the N-children can almost fully be explained as a 
linear trend (p<.002)2S (Figure 7.6), but the decrease in the PI-children cannot26. 

Figure 7.6 Development with age of percentage of determiner-noun agreement errors (related to 
50 T-units) in 45 N-children and 120 PI-children 
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When we look at the results found in the analysis of the different error types, we 
observe that gender agreement errors between DET and the noun (Category 1) occurred 
most frequently in the PI and the N-children, although no significant difference with 

25 One-way ANOV A with Determiner-Noun agreement errors (minus miSSIng Determiner-Noun 
agreement relations) as dependent variable and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variable in N-children. 

26 One-way ANOV A with Determiner-Noun agreement errors (minus missing Determiner-Noun 
agreement relations) as dependent variable and age (4-5-6-7-8-9yrs) as independent variable in PI
children. 
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these error types were found between the two groups of children27 (Table 7.15). 
Obviously, only a small amount of number agreement errors between the determiner 
and the noun (Category 2) was found28. The differences between the two populations 
were too small to be significant. Surprisingly, only the number of erroneous determiner
noun agreement relations in a non-obligatory context (Category 3) differs significantly 
between PI and N-children (F(I,99)=7.685; p<.007)29. Remarkably, in the N-children 
no error of this type occurred as opposed to the PI-children. Mostly, this type of error 
was characterized by an erroneous addition of a definite article or a demonstrative with 
a proper name, causing an overspecified agreement relation. This problem is partly 
related to problems in establishing clear co-referential cohesion (see 13.5 to 13.7). 

7.4.3 Conclusion: Determiner-Noun Agreement Errors 
As the results show, the PI-children are able to produce enough determiner-noun 
combinations to assume the availability of functional category determiner, so the 
category itself is not lacking. PI-children can produce determiner-noun agreement 
relations correctly (in 95% of all obligatory contexts) and do not differ at this point 
from N-children (98% correct in obligatory context) at the age of four, six and eight 
years. The results also suggest that four-year-old normally developing children 
establish overt expression of the determiner-noun agreement relations, whereas from 
age six the determiner-noun agreement paradigm is acquired by most normally 
developing children. Thus, when children older than four show missing determiner
noun agreement relations, and children older than six show errors in establishing 
determiner-noun agreement relations, these are clear markers of 
morphological/syntactic problems in realizing the functional categories involved. 
Indeed we found that the PI-children show morphosyntactic difficulties in this area and 
that they do not catch up with age. They show significantly more omissions, resulting in 
bare nouns and errors in establishing Determiner-Noun agreement relations compared 
to the N-children. 
PI-children are not significantly different in producing gender or number agreement 
errors within the noun phrase compared to N-children. In normal development the stage 
of underspecification of the definite article (wrong usage of 'de' for 'het') goes together 
with the proper use of the definite article. Traces of a so-called 'extended' fade-in 
phenomenon (Van Kampen and Wijnen, 2000) - the parallel development of correct 
and incorrect use - related to determiner-noun agreement is not found in PI-children. 
PI-children do produce erroneous additions of determiners in a non-obligatory context: 

27 ANOV A with agreement errors in gender (Category I) as dependent variable and group (N-PI) and 
age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect for age and group*age interaction was not 
significant. 

28 ANOV A with agreement errors in number (Category 2) as dependent variable and group (N-PI) and 
age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect for age and group*age interaction was not 
significant. 

29 ANOV A with erroneous Determiner-Noun agreement relations in a non-obligatory context (Category 
3) as dependent variable and group (N-PI) and age (4-6-8yrs) as independent variables. Main effect 
for age and group*age interaction was not significant. 
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they overspecify the mentioned referent, especially with a defInite article, which is also 
pragmatically inappropriate in Dutch (see 13.5 to 13.7). Summarizing, the PI-children 
show problems with deciding which grammatical and pragmatic information is 
suffIcient for the information exchange within the normal boundaries. 

7.5 General conclusions: the ability to realize functional categories 
(tense and agreement marking) 

With regard to the PI-children's ability to produce functional categories that are 
associated with specifIc bound grammatical morphemes such as tense and agreement 
markers (subject-verb and determiner-noun), we must conclude that they do not 
show evidence of a modular defIcit (see 2.3.2). We follow Radford's idea (1990) that 
all functional categories are connected to a single module of syntax that is subject to 
maturation. A crucial prediction is that all morphological elements associated with 
the functional categories will start to appear at (approximately) the same time in 
normal development. However, the symptoms of tense and agreement marking 
between subject-verb and determiner-noun found in the PI-children do not pattern 
that way. 
Table 7.16 presents an overview of the results of the errors in functional categories 
in the PI-children. 

Table 7.16 An overview of errors in functional categories: errors in functional categories: 
simple paste tense errors, subject-verb agreement errors and determiner-noun 
agreement errors in the specific obligatory context for each category 

Errors functional categories 

Tense marking errors 
Simple past tense errors 
Category I (overgeneralizations) 
Category 2 (omission of simple past tense within aT-unit) 

Category 3(omission of simple past tense between T-units) 

Subject-verb agreement errors 
Category I (no verb second - infinitive in final position) 
Category 2 (no verb second - past participle in final position) 
Category 3 (verb stem form in second position) 
Category 4 (wrong person/number marking of verb in second 

position) 

Determiner-noun agreement errors 

Missing agreement relation 
Category 1+2+3 (wrong gender/number marking; 

erroneous addition) 

• significant difference at the .05 level 

N-children PI-children 
n=45/240 n=60/120 

0.5% 1.9%* 
0.2% 0.2% 
0.1% 0.4% 
0.2% 1.3%* 

1.5% 4.6%* 
0.1% 0.3% 
0% 0.1% 

0.02% 0.1% 

1.4% 4.1%* 

2.2% 4.6%* 

1.0% 2.8%* 

1.2% 1.8%* 
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PI-children do not have significantly more problems with inflectional morphology 
like simple past tense forms compared to normal peers: but they often take the 
present tense form as a substitution for the simple past tense form, instead of missing 
tense marking. Within intra-clausal obligatory contexts for simple past tense, they do 
not show severe problems with the choice of the proper tense with a past adverbial or 
a tense-shift between a main and a subordinate clause within a single T -unit, 
comparable to Dutch SLI-children (De Jong, 1999). However, a significant 
difference is found in producing tense errors between main clauses in extended 
discourse with a narrative character (obligatory context) compared to normal peers. 
PI-children shift the time-line between clauses from present to past and vice versa 
too frequently with regard to the appropriate context. These results of shifting tense 
incorrectly do not justify the conclusion that grammatical rules or features that 
underlie them are absent in PI-children: evidence of a delayed acquisition of the 
paradigm for tense is not found. The symptoms are better explained by a processing
based explanation (see 2.3.1) and could also be related to problems in the use of 
language-specific devices of coherence (see 12.4 to 12.8). 
Furthermore, the PI-children have significantly more subject-verb agreement errors 
than the N-children, but the type of error mainly involved is the incorrect marking of 
person and number between the subject and the verb. This type of error indicates a 
delayed development of the proper person and (singular-plural) number paradigm, 
but evidence of a real (E)OI stage - a stage in which children fail to mark verbs for 
agreement and which implies no acquisition of verb second as is found in English
and Dutch-speaking SLI-children (Rice et aI., 1995; De Jong, 1999) is not found in 
PI-children. Although a subgroup of Dutch SLI-children (De Jong, 1999) also 
alternate infinitive verb forms with errors in finite verb forms in sentence second 
position, no evidence of this kind is found in PI-children. The results of the subject
verb agreement analysis in PI-children do not justify problems with building-up an 
agreement paradigm for the lexical verb. 
Most vulnerable in PI-children are the significantly missing determiner-noun 
agreement relations found in an obligatory context. They also make too many 
erroneous additions of determiners in a non-obligatory context. The relatively 
frequently observed absence or over-use of determiners in the PI-children might be 
solely caused by problems with co-referential cohesion (see 13.4 to 13.7). School
aged normally developing children have to develop a sense of giving information 
about one specific entity out of a set of entities. When children want to explicate 
certain behaviours of such an entity, they have extreme difficulties in differentiating 
whether the behaviour can be attributed to only the one specific entity (option a) or 
to the whole set of entities (option b). For option (a) a determiner is necessary and 
for option (b) the determiner can be left unexpressed in combination with a plural 
noun; using a singular noun without an article is ungrammatical in Dutch. PI-children 
show difficulties in integrating semantic/ pragmatic information organizing rules into 
a morphological/syntactic paradigm for determiner-noun agreement relations. It 
seems that the PI-children have problems in deciding which grammatical and 
semantic/pragmatic information is sufficient for the information exchange within the 
normal boundaries. 
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With respect to the determiner-noun agreement errors PI-children did not differ 
significantly in the number of errors in gender or form within the noun phrase. These 
findings suggest that the developmental pattern of determiner use starts with no 
realization of determiners (0;0 to 2;0 years), followed by a parallel correct and 
incorrect realization of determiners (2;0 to 3;0 years). By age four children have 
more or less acquired the determiner-noun agreement paradigm (STAP; Van den 
Dungen and Verbeek, 1994, 1999). From age four on they have to apply these rules 
in different communicative settings resulting in very infrequent errors related to the 
fine-tuning application of the gender and number morphological marking of 
determiner-noun agreement relations (4;0 to 6;0 years). The data suggest that the PI
children follow this development. 
To summarize, the problems with tense and agreement marking in PI-children show 
a great variability and confirm the presence of an uneven profile in PI-children (e.g. 
Leonard, 1996): the oldest nine-year-old PI-children frequently resemble the 
youngest four-year-old N-children in showing omissions of simple past tense forms, 
number marking errors between the subject and the verb, missing determiners and 
gender errors between the determiner and the noun (see Table 7.16). Overall, PI
children show a delay in using grammatical rules for the realization of functional 
categories, particularly rules related to tense and agreement, compared to the N
children. 
No real evidence is found for a functional modular deficit in the acquisition of the 
paradigms (see 2.3.2). A better explanation for the problems in PI-children is a 
limitation in their processing capacity (e.g. Tannock, Purvis and Schachar, 1993; 
Tannock and Schachar, 1996; see 2.3.1) and a disability in their pragmatic skills of 
co-referential cohesion (see 13.5 to 13.7). The morphological/syntactic problems 
found influence the grammaticality of the sentence negatively (see 4.2 and 4.3). 




